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Adventurous duo Bella Ruse comes to town
BY LINDEN FIGGIE

new album, "Kuhzoo," Joseph

wanted to communicate a less than
serious tone," Gillette said, as they
decided to incorporate the unique
noisemaker
into most of their
selections.
The two gained much inspiration
for their recent album's theme from
favorite groups such as Feist, Sigur
Ros, Regina Spektor, Over the Rhine
and Edith Piaf whom Gillette labels
as one of the "old, fresh singers."
Working ata restaurant together
and playing small ensembles on the
side, Gillette and Barker's musical

Barker and Kay Gillette are hoping
for a bit of a different feel from their
previous works.
The duo strived to bring Qut
the fun and innocent nuance of
the kazoo's sound throughout
the entire album theme. "We

career together began with jazz
love songs for a special Valentine's
Day show."
"We liked playing
together,"
Barker said, and from there, they
coupled their musical ambitions.
Bella Ruse came about from its

NEW EDITOR

For Kay Gillette, it's another
exciting show. For Joseph Barker,
however,
it's back to humble
beginnings as he returns to his
hometown of Orange City. The two
musicians, who together comprise
the group Bella Ruse, will be
putting on a concert Friday, Dec. 3,
at 8 p.m. at The Old Factory Coffee
Shop.
With the debut release of their

Eastern European connotations, as
the two wanted to express what the
image evokes rather than what it
actually means. Barker and Gillette
express the indie, artistic feel of their
music genre, yet have also brought
an ethereal, authentic tone that is
wholly their own.
This dynamic due is all about
style; their eccentric tour van is
powered solely on vegetable oil.
"It's been an adventure," Barker
said. Through his music career, he's
"learned more about car mechanics
than anything else."
Both began
their musical
ambitions
at young
ages,
developing their individual talents
on a number of instruments.While
Gillette pursued her musical talents
by way of a degree, Barker found
a love for philosophy, choosing to
switch from an initial music major to
a philosophy degree, keeping music
.as a significant hobby on the side.
Barker and Gillette both agree
that one of the most memorable
moments in their career was in the
opportunity
to play with Sarah
McLachlan. "That was awesome,"
Gillette said, "in the true sense of
the word."

SSAs: Worth the cost
cont, from pg: 1
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Kay Gillette and Joseph Barker are experiencing success in the music scene after several years of
playing together. Come hear them play and share in the debut release of their new album, "Kuhzoo."

A glimpse around the world
BY TYLER LEHMANN
C.ONTRlBUTlNG WRITER

HAITI CHOLERA OUTBREAK
A cholera epidemic in Haiti
confirmed Oct. 22 has claimed more
than 900 lives. Experts predict it will
infect at least 200,000 more -.
Medical authorities
in Haiti
decided Tuesday to focus on treating
victims rather than finding the origin
of the outbreak.
"We are focused on treating
people, getting a handle on this
and saving lives," said Daniel B.
Epstein, a spokespersonfor a branch.
. of the World Health Organization
functioning in Haiti.
Scientists found a cholera strain
in South Asia that matches the one
in Haiti. They suggest the disease
could have traveled between the
two locations through contaminated
food or water.
.
Many blame UN peacekeepers
from Nepal who arrived in Haiti
in 2004 to end political conflict.
Protestors started riots Monday
throughout Haiti.

The UN denies the accusation,
but the World Health Organization
said the possibility of a link between
UN troops and Haiti's cholera
epidemic cannot be ruled out.
U.S. AFGHAN OPERATIONS
Afghan President Hamid Karzai
has called on the U.S. to decrease its
military operations in the co~try.
"The time has come to reduce
the presence at you know, boots
in Afghanistan ... to reduce the
intrusiveness into the daily Afghan
life," Karzai said.
In response, U.S. Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton defended U.S.
military operations, saying they are
in the best interest of the Afghan
people and their government.
Clinton also pointed out that the Ll.S.
has conducted its operations in full
paanership with the government of
Afghanistan.
, NATO leaders will begin a twoday sununit in Lisbon on Friday
to discuss replacing foreign troops
with Afghan forces.

Kim Van Es and her husband,
Jerry (May 17-June 5). Students
interested
in religion, English,
history or nursing should consider
this program.
REL 11Q and GEN
316 required. Program Cost; $4,5004,800.
Dr. Laird Edman and Clinical
Psychologist
Dr. Sally Edman are
co-leading a new program this
summer, "Turkey: Culture, Faith
_ and Mental Health" (May I6-June
6). Students interested in religion,
mental health and Middle Eastern
culture should look into studying in
Turkey. GEN316 Required. Program
Cost $4,800-5,000.
SummerStudyAbroadPrograms
fulfill NW's cross-cultural general
education requirement.
Although
programs focus on a specifi-c topic,
students do not have to be majoring
in that discipline to participate.
Summer study programs are four
credits, with the exception of France,
which is a six credit course.
Stud ying abroad is a financial
commitment, but the experience is
well worth the cost. Not only do
students earn college credit, they
also have the added benefit of having
someone plan the experience. You
will never have a better opportunity
to go abroad.
All applications
for summer
study abroad programs are due
February
1. Visit the Global
Education office in the Franken
Center or talk to the faculty leader

,
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Barlett's reflections inspire
junior solo flute recital
BY JULIA LANTZ
CONTRIBUTING

WRITER

Years of musical ambition and
diligent study culminate for Anna
Bartlett this Sunday, Nov. 21, at 3
p.m. in Christ ChapeL Bartlett will
be playing the flute for a junior
recital performance
on cam pus.
Bartlett enlightened me with her
musical background and love of
music in a recent interview:
Lantz: How long have you been
playing music and what inspired
you to start?
Bartlett: I was in kindermusik,
and I have been playing the flute
since fifth grade. My morn wanted
her kids to be musical, so my
whole family plays music. It was
something we were expected to do.
L: Are you going to make music
a career or will it be just for fun?
B: I do not have a music minor
or major, so it will be just for fun.
I currently am in the Symphonic
Band, and I occasionally play in
church.
I also gave a couple of
lessons this summer.
L: What inspires you to continue
to play music?
B: My reflections inspire me
the most. I see my music as an
outpouring of my reflections and
my life.
•
L: What is a memorable music
moment from your past?
JJ: My most memorable music
moment would have to be from
my freshman year. I got to do a
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Junior Anna Bartlett will be sharing her love for
music at her upcoming flute recital on Sunday,
Nov.2' .
wooden flute.
L: Who is your favorite musician
and what is your favorite kind of
music?
B: I really like the American indie
rock band called Bishop Allen. I
like music that emphasizes
the
musicianship of those in the band.
L:WhatareyourplansafterNW?
B: I plan on going to graduate
school, but I don't know where.
Someday I would like to become a
professor, butthatisopen to change.
Bartlett is looking forward to her
performance on Sunday at which
Bartlett chose to do a junior recital to
challenge herself and to bless others.

piccolo solo in the Symphonic Band.
For the solo I had to sound like a

Students reach for the sun
BY JEB RACH
CONTHIBUTiNG

WHtTEfl

Over the past two weeks, SGA
has been busy with numerous
committees and items both inside
and outside of its meetings.
Large discussion was brought
forth regarding funding for solar
panels on campus with the ConServe
funds raised from last year. Two
students on campus worked with
New Vision during
a mission
experience last year and presented
their plan to the committee.
The students were requesting
full funding from SGA for these
solar panels, which are projected
to cost $4,800. Although SGA does
want to support the project, they
are hesitant about putting the full
amount up front, as they would like
to see a stronger structure to support
the panels. SGA is committed to
supporting a large portion of the
project; however, they did not
approve full funding of the project.
Also discussed
was having

ConServe again this year to help
support
more green initiatives
throughout campus, probably over
Lent. Current steps to bring this
project to implementation include
findingoutthethree-monthaverage
for energy this school year.
SGA also moved forward with
the process of placing a viewing
television in the cafeteria. With the
student population in favor of a
TV (359 of the 593 respondents),
SGA has written
a formal
proposal requesting a television
in the cafeteria, to be presented to
administration. A$900cap has been
placed for the TV, if it is approved.
Finally, reports were given on
committees meeting outside ofSGA.
One of these included the Campus
Life Committee, which discussed the
Internet filter on campus. Currently
four categories of webeites are
blocked per campus policy. Peer-topeer sites such as Limewire are also
blocked due to a federal mandate.

OPINION
Megachurches
BY JANNELLE AGUIRRE
My home church is Southern
California's Saddleback with Pastor
Rick Warren. Going to a church
that averages 20,000 attendees in a
typical weekend service sounds
intimidating to some people,
but I would not have it any
other way.
Acommonmisconception
of megachurches is that
since
many

they have so
members, it is
easy to feel lost in the
crowd. My personal
experience
does not
demonstrate that at alL
In some remarkable way,

Saddleback Church has
managed to achieve the
feeling of "individual
belonging"
within its
congregation.
Rick strongly
emphasizes the importance
of being in a small group.
It is a way to connect with
other churchgoers from your
area, share in fellowship in
each other's homes and grow
spiritually together.
Small groups are so largely

adopted by the church body that
it is rare to find a member who
is not part of a small group. My
household's
personal experience

can be a megasuccess
is that your group becomes like
family. We do all sorts of things with
our small group, from going out to
dinner together to taking trips up
the coast.
Another misunderstanding
is that megachurches are only
globally-minded
when it
ames down to service work.

Although

Saddleback's

ministry
consists of
global
initiatives,
service is performed
ona local scale as well.

Saddleback also
has a community
outreach
program,
called
Celebrate
Recover,
that helps

people heal and make a
comeback in life. Also, it
has resources available to
provide relief and support to
those experiencing personal
loss and struggles, even for
those who have suffered
from a local na tural disaster.
Weekend
workshops,
job
fairs and holiday events are
commonly found happening
on Saddle back's campus. And
from my personal experience,
these services are not for the
exceptional few. Instead, Saddleback
provides multiple offerings for the

services to make sure that everyone
and anyone can benefit from them.
-. Megachurches like Saddleback
are places that expose you to
different cultures, styles of worship
and people. TIley are not a one-size11

fits-all" kind of place; instead, they
have a wide array of styles to select
from.
For example, Saddleback
has worship tents varying from
traditional, gospel, rock "n roll and
my personal favorite, Hawaiian
praise.
Throughout my life, I have been
exposed to many different church
venues-from
newly beginning
churches in rented-out rooms to
overly-structured
services, and
even from the moderate to extreme
contemporary churches. What I find
unprecedented
about my home
megachurch is that no matter what
your church style preference is,

•

congregations can be summed up
by a phrase Ionce heard: "Nothing
kills Christianity like success." Of
course, my criticism goes beyond
just megachurches. This problem
comes whenever you see a church
that is going through or has recently
underwent a period of rapid growth.
When rapid growth appears, the
focus of the church often turns to
continuing that growth. Instead of
turning their attention to furthering
education or~making the church
a place of growth for the new

members, the church goes into a sort
of feeding frenzy, like the Church is
saying, "We need todowhatwecan
to continue our growth."
The
growth that before was a result
of good -ministry becomes the
focus of their ministry.
The
issue
with
megachurches
isn't
about
them
being
megachurches;
it's

how they get to be
so big. The insistence
among churches
on
growth above all else is
a problem that goes far
beyond megachurches,
even into the merely
successful
small-town
churches.
The mega churches
in
themselves
don't pose an
issue for me- I believe they
can be ~run satisfactorily.
Neither is the issue of growth
'a problem for me-if a church
is doing good work, then the
nUI:TIb~rsshould prove it. It's
the emphasis on growth that
megachurches inspire and that
small churches hang themselves
with that bothers me.
lt seems a bit cliche to say that
the money spent on the elaborate

(or simply, large) buildings can be
better spent on the actual mission,
but large, comfortable buildings do

From

~neFront·Desk

. It's time to take notice
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;vottl.d indicate, our spirluallives are unquivocally the·forelJ1ost
important part of our lives. ThisJn.finftelytrans<:ends.evenacademiq;,
athletics, friendships or other beneficial practices that too often take
over; As Christians, webelievetltat ","'hou1dseekjirst the Kingdom
"f God. This is not to undermine the value
such undertakings,
but iJ;lsteadthat our sight shouid be above.
Without this God-driven direction, the new and old relationships
become strained and lose .the genuine, loving qualities that we
claim to hold dear. Instead of discussing and growing. we accept
without thinking, hiding our thoughts and feelings on the road to
complacent, stale relationships. If friends are unable to discuss God,
there is no friendship. We have to be able to establish our faith and
<liSCUEs
it freely.
Ina socieJyso bent on accepting differences, weforgetthath~ving
opJnionsisokay More-than that, weforgettoslandup
and speak our
minds. It's fully possible to tactfully disagree, With someone and still
~spe,t them and
posilipn. Have a·j;t .
not for the
.:rgtu;n.en
convictio
lopmenlis
de<LNot

of

then:

you can find it there and be fully
welcomed and accepted for it.

Saddleback is not a place filled
with standoffish people. Rick sets
a great example of this. After the
service, he stands on the patio
and asks those who are leaving,
"Have you hugged your pastor
today?" That is how a church
should be-alwa¥s
ready to actout
Christ's love, even in the smallest
measures.

'N othing kills Christianity like success'
BY JOSH DOORENBOS
J may have a slightly abnormal
aversion to megachurches. Oddly
enough, my aversion is not that
incredibly strong. But Iwill always
prefer small churches to big ones
f<y the very fact that I recognize
every person Isee as Iwalk in. They
remember me; Iremember them. But
the problem with megachurches is
not about the fellowship.
So let's throw out the objection
that megachurches
discourage
community rightoffthebat, because
it's simply not true. Many of them
actually have better community
development
programs
than
small ones because they hav~ the
resources to do so. And because of
the larger congregation, those small
groups are more diverse than in
smaller churches.
The problem
with
large

3

tend to invite comfortable people.
Whenlsitina lazy-boy, I'IQ tempted
to sleep, and when I sit in
a hard backed chair, I look
forward to being able to stand
up. When you make a large
comfortable
building with
comfortable seats, concertlike praise
bands,
and enough
people
to surround
oneself
with to hide away
from real society, you
tend to get people
too comfortable to
get into the world
and do the real work
of ministry. Once the
church has grown so
large that it can (and has

to) build the big comfy
church,

the membership

Chris~bod
being'
for the·oppo
,You may
someone else should be .inten
in;" yoUtJoorh to talk. Somebody has to start it For
usup~rcl~I>~t!\en;
~
The RD's,Ms, Discipleship Interns ana tl-Crriup le~ders are
~lWng.,~I&.\!!!lll!!.Qnderfu1.dorm~a~tbut
to Mlill iheii
purpose, they need other upper- and underclasSmen to step up
and take clultge. T~ means more than just being that crazy guy
or girl, but being a spiritual r~le model, acco\U1tability partner and
encour~ger.tothose.$!oundyou,
inthedon:nandar9unq.catnPtl~;'I'hi$
require~ us to remove our masks and become trUly vulnerable with
one another, rather than lUroing to urunlnbited, often e~ibitior:iist
behavior to define our interactions 'With other·people.
In order for·the cOTl\munity to truly ex,istID the way we think of
#,it~~t
b~~"\V~se~~'Fern'cl)mmunitY' Not'canit ~ea'~fuE~'$t
. Steggy' community. The idea we ptoclaimand cherish is more than
a building or a wing> but a collection of truly intentional, devoted' .
relationships. 'fruefellowshipisnotcreatedwithllUrlacerelationships
or having 1,200 Facebook friends, but Wifucomn;rilted IDves,imehl
pf oneSelf to even just a f~w peop!e·that goesbeyond a quick hello ..
Iii. theory,)t can all be ~im'p]jfied to love, In practice, we all lall
: slwrt,11)
. Idelveintothls;lisue,themoremyown,shortwmings
"come)b th
ace" But until each individual identifies the areas
·wher<>growth
ded and gives of him- or herself to others With a
Christ-centeJ'e<japproach, our attemptsatwmmunity stay dorm~t.
This·should frustrate you" This snouia challenge you.lfs how
you ~espotu:ho these feelings that decides where We·go from here.
Write in to·the 13eacoT\.Email:me personally or even stop by my
room if.you think I'm completely off. Wrestle with 1tlis issue with
romeone, InCineraJe this piece in the fire pit if that's what it takes.
·Our lack of action impedes the progress towards a true Chrisnan
aimosphere. Lefs talk.
The wOtst thaI we can do is
silent.

remain

will fill the building - but
will they ever leave?
Megachurches
make
community
building
interesting,
but if the
church is taking itself
seriously,
then it will
do its best to fix the
problem~and
there are
plenty of ways to do so. The inherent
problem with megachurches is the
way it grows and who it appeals to
once it has.
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Harry Potter is back, dear readers, and better than ever
BYTJ NOBLE
MUGGLt WRITER

It is safe to say that a person
would be better off searching for a
needle under an invisibility cloak
than trying to find someone who
has not heard of Harry Potter.
With all the hype built by people
protesting Latin, I mean witchcraft,
and their popularity
among all
ages, it is very difficult to not be
aware of this literary phenomenon/
obsession.

GIRLS
l>flOIlE." DRU,MS

CLUB

an
'0

including
worth of
Potter
dothmg and four tattoos.
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With such a popular series,
movie adaptations were inevitable.
Thankfully, most of the movies
were enjoyable
and a couple
were even good films. As of this
morning, I can proudly proclaim
that a wonderfully
created film
both cinematically
and as an
adaptation, raises the quality of
the film franchise.
Past films have removed parts
of the books and a few subplots,
to the frustrations of many fans.
Eventually,
those viewers with
red faces either looked up the
word adaptation
(in relation to
film) or they grumble
through
each installment.
Evidently,
after all these years, they realize
book-to-movie
adaptation
is not
synonymous with "book on film",
However, the desire for a movie
that resembles the book is finally
satisfied. Harry, Ron and Hermione
setouttodefeat
Voldemort, pardon

my language, by destroying
his
Horcruxes
(Muggle" Translation
(MT): magical items which keep
Voldemort from dying). In doing
so, they will make Voldemort
mortal
once more.
The trio
is constantly
traveling
while
searching for clues as to what the
Horcruxes are and how to destroy
them. This film leaves viewers
hanging, eager for part 2, when
the heroes escape from Malfoy
Manor to Shell Cottage (MT: they
escape from the bad guys and go
to a beach) and Voldemort finds
one of the deathly hallows (MT:
bad guy is one step closer to
immortality, again).
The movie is very dark and
somewhat gory. There are scenes
with blood, a few that make
you jump and some that were
just disturbing ~ in other words,
wonderful. There is also one scene
with near nudity, which evoked
a varied reaction from the crowd.
Along with intense action, the entire
movie sends you from one emotion
to the next as if your heart was
addicted to apparition.
At the very start of the film, the
emotions are leaking from your eye
holes. You see Hermione at her
home and Harry at the Dursley's
before they both set off for their
adventure. Then there's Voldemort
feeding his snake at MaHoy Manor
(MT: someone is tortured before

she is fed to Voldemorrs
snake).
Numerous
events
after this
involving conflict between the
heroes, a lady who decays into
a snake, Harry and Hermione
visiting
Godric's Hollow and
others play your heartstrings like
a violin.
Thankfully
the movie
is
balanced with well-timed
and
well-actedspotsofhumor.lfnotfor
these, clinical depression could
have quite possible afflicted many
viewers. The Weasley twins are
brilliant as always to relieve the
tension. Ron, being related and
all, is endearing in his endless
efforts to please Hermione. Harry
plays with fire, Moody is himself
and there's added humor due
to cinematic
brilliance
of the
director.
One scene that has been talked
about in articles online was an
added scene where Harry and
Hermione
dance while Ron is
lost. Initially; the idea of Harry
and Hermione
dancing seemed
odd; however, the director did
an amazing job, and the acting
between Daniel Radcliff and Emma
Watson portrayed their characters'
relief at being able to relax a little
despite all of their struggles.
If you are a Harry Potter fan, I
am sure you are anxious to see this
if you haven't already. I know you
will enjoy this installment, almost

COURTESY OF ONLINEMOVlESHUT,COM

Willikers! The first of the two part adaptatian
of "Harry Porter and the Deathly Hallows"
not only follows the book but is also a Ql,Iality.. "
film.
..
as much as I did. Almost.
If you are not a fan of Harry
Potter, read the books, watch the
other films and then buy your ticket
for this one. As this is an intertwined,
complex series, watching with no
previous knowledge would not be
so spectacu lar.
Also, the last book has been
turned into two parts. As such, you
will feel a desire to usea Time-Turner
despite the difficulty in obtaining
one so you can skip ahead these
next six months and watch Part 2.

Diamond Thai adds a little spice to the Sioux area
BY GREG WHITE
STAFF WRlTER

A pan of fresh hot pad Thai or
a spicy curry goat SOUP! If these
dishes make your mouth water
or at least get you intrigued, head
on down to Diamond Thai. The
"restaurantis adiamond irt therough,
cozily tucked away in Sioux City's

.-------- --------Orange City Pizza Hut
ptit 737·3030
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I,
1
1
1
1
1
1

Now FREE delivery to campus!

-----------------

industrial ghetto. Getting there can
ordered the Pad Thai, no spicy. She
be scary, but a happy little Buddha
enjoyed her meal of chicken and pad
statue will greet you with a smile
thai noodles with a slightly spicy
and salute you with good luck if
peanut sauce. I ordered the Spicy
you leave him something.
Wok Noodle really spicy and boy,
To call it "an authentic Thai food
were they hot. I had tears in my eyes
experience" would be an
understatement.
When
we opened the door, a
4-foot a-inch tall woman
greeted us with a cheery
smile and a "Herro! How
many?"
That was the
extent of her English
because through a series
of complex gestures we
understood that to order
our food we were to point
at the menu while she
COURTESYOFTHAISlLKLB.COM
Diamond Thai has the note-tn-tbe-watttook, but is a great
corrected our American
alternative to AS or Szechuan Inn if you're willing to make
Thai pronunciation. "Pad
the drive.
Kraa Prroooaw, please," said my
friend, "Oh! Pad Kra Pow, Spishjy?
Or no spishjy?" she said. She made
sure to ask each of us how hot we
preferred our dishes: they were
distinguished
by categories No,
Some, Medium or Really Spicy,
My friend ordered the Pad Kra
Praow, and was delighted by the
fresh appearance, spicy and savory
taste and the quick service. My wife

and mums flowing from my nostrils.
I drank five glasses of water. Luckily,
the owner kept filling them up.
The food is high quality and
tastes homemade. Diamond Thai
is owned by a Sioux City man
who takes great care in keeping
his customers happy. The dining
environment
is comfortable. It is
decorated like a fancy restaurant on
a dollar store budget. While it might

not be a place to go on that hot date
with the freshman girl from your
sister wing, it does have a charm that
your closer friends will appreciate.
The prices are reasonable, too.
Most dishes fall between seven and
10 dollars. The drinks are killer,
especially their Thai iced tea: a
strong red tea with cream.
There are vegetarian options
and even a small but interesting
dessert
menu: Thai Pumpkin
Custard, Fried Banana 'n Ice Cream
and Coconu t sweet rice with Thai's
Egg Custard.
Here are a few other helpful
tips: Don't order a can of coconut
milk; it's not what you're hoping
for. If you want to breathe fire,
go with the Really Spicy. And if
you're a weenie, go with some or
medium spice.
There are also some stipulations
you should be aware of: If you're
using a credit or debit card, you
have to spend at least 15 dollars. It's
open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday and Sunday, On'
Friday and Saturday, its hours are
from 11 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. It is closed
on Mondays.
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"National Geographic" more than just good photography
BY JORDAN LANGER
A&EWlTOfi

"National Geographic" is, for
many of us, a magazine that is full of
nostalgia. It makes us think back to
times in grade school: orange safety
scissors in our fingers, we try to cut
out a Koala or a volcano or a number
of other gorgeous photographs in
the yellow-blocked booklet. Or else
weremember going to Goodwilland
seeing them stacked in a milk crate.
Or we remefrlber the aunt who had
the entire colJection shelved in her
basement.
Yet for being displayed and
collected, "National Geographic"
might be a publication to which
you still haven't given enough of
your time.
Why does it deserve your
attention? To start, I'll note that
climate change" was the top phrase
of the last decade according to
U

Global Language Monitor. Also
featured inthe top five was" evacuee!
refugee:' as in those facing the
aftermath of Katrina. Insuch wakes,
"National Geographic" is a lead in
humane photo-documentationthatmuchyou should already know.
But the journal's writing also
has the scientific foresight and
insight to show how these things
affect ecosystems, culture and even
economics. Take, for example, the
articles that have been published
following the recent Gulf oil spill.
One article discusses
the lessnoticed but very fragile Louisiana
coastal marshes, which 98 percent
of the region's oysters and shrimp
depend on for life and reproduction.
The article goes on to talk about
the implications this has on Cajun
culture-what
and how things are
eaten.
Another article from that same

"Just say something."

- A&E Editor Jordan Langer, who is frustrated at the scarcity of
quality Campus Quotes each week. Send in something good!
"The night smells are coming."
- Senior Amanda Leonard, commenting on the city's well-known
fragrance after opening' the window.
"You're getting so addicted to me. Get a life, people."
- Professor Ruth Daumer in one of her nursing class.
Send your Campus Quotes, with context, to beaconeenwcicwa.edu.
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issue stresses that the oceans are
If you've been
following, that much isn't breaking
news. But the article excels in
showing
what compounds
the
ecological footprint: catching the
larger fish at the top of the food
chain.
Why's that? These already-scarce
specimens (ex. tuna) will consume
four times its weight in smaller (but
still big) fish within a single year,
The same thing is hue of its prey.
So, in applying this same series of
multiplication down to the smallest
oceanic specimens (like plankton),
fishing for larger, less energy

being over-fished.

efficient aquatic life meaJ1S we get
about a thousand times less tonnage
than if we had fished for smaller,
more efficient fish. This is just one
example of how the magazine's
informed journalists
are able to
give a more accurate sense of the
details than you would from the
average report.
Another
great thing about
"National Geographic"
is that it
is a well-developed
multimedia
experience. For a long time, the
magazine has included inserts like
maps or'diagrams, which are usually

COURTESY OF NATlONALGEOGRAPH1C.COM

"National Gecqmonic" presents a well-rounded look ar how our world is being changed.
very intricate. By now you've also
noticed that "National Geographic"
has its own television channel. While
it contains .good programs, it also
corresponds with the magazine's
writing, rarely overlapping. So you
can read about "Great Migrations"
in the latest issue and then watch
the mini-series documentary if you
have cable.
Lastly, if you're
still only
interested
in the photographs,
you'll be happy to know that you're
a large part of the magazine's

perceived demographic. Each issue
features not only spreads from
its commissioned
photographers,
but also by more-than-capable
.
freelancers.
If you go through their website,
a subscription
to "National
Geographic" only costs $15 a year.
In an increasingly globalized world
prone to exploiting its ecosystems

and cultures, it's a good investn:ent.

Should you care about video games?
BY MICHAEL GUTSCHE

of more artfully, minded games,
produced on a budget. Regardless,

Aside from all of these reasons,
video games have managed to create
Play is a universal
human
it is becoming increasingly difficult
a new form of art. No, seriously,
instinct. It is stronger in some than
to find someone who hasn't ever
think. about that for a second. Not
in others, but nonetheless
every
played a Mario game.
only is there now an entirely new
person retains a need to enjoy
As a result of .their popularity,
method of creating and engaging
oneself. To be entertained. To have
video games now have a lot of
with art, but it's interactive.
fun. Games (not just the kind
Art more often than
that you play on your TV) are
not requires someone to
the result of this embedded
view it read it or partake
urge to play-whether
it's tag,
of it in some way, With
hopscotch, football or Settlers
video games, it's not
of Cat an.
. passive any more. The
Even though video games are
player takes an active role
a few decades old, they're a recent
in the process, whether
hatdilingwhencomparedtoother
it's by decision making or
mediums or platforms. Film, for
just by playing. Granted,
instance, is still considered a
most games, as products
young medium despite being
of an aptly self-described
around for more than 100 years.
game industry, are too
Board games, which are less
businesslike,
too focused
COURTESY OF SOFABOT.COM
technologically dependent, may
on what will sell rather
While some games have been criticized as mindless,
have been around as early as 3500 others-like "Shadow of the Colossus"-come close to what
than what is interesting
might be considered art.
B.C. Video games are growing
or affecting.
and still figuring out what they are
financial backing to move forward.
Even so, there are quite a few
going to become.
They represent
a multi-million
good "art games" out there; it just
Why would they grow up?
dollar industry, churning out game
takes a bit of looking. "Shadow
Because video games are becoming
after game.
of the Colossus" or "Heavy Rain)'
increasingly
popular. Yes, there
Mostdon'triseaboveamusement
are examples of a step in the right
are still some who spout things
or diversions. However, gaming
direction.
along the lines of "Oh, I don't play
is no longer only done by nerds.
So, we've got a culturally and
video games." Even so, they are
It's become universal.
Mario is
economically important
medium
spread out over a wide variety of
as iconic as Michael Jackson. The
of art that is not only capable of
groups and becoming more of a
point is, in fact, that video games
interacting with its recipient, but
family activity with the release of "fire all-a-squirming
through the
also depends on them. Games get
the Wii and other motion sensor
metaphoric bowels of our culture,
some bad press, but given the right
gaming. There are huge marketing
growing fat and happy off our
creators, video games could be the
campaigns
that announce
the.
leisure time. Video games are
medium to tell some of the greatest
presence of extravagantly produc~d
important economically as well as
stories.
games. But there is still a presence
for our entertainment.
They're just a bit adolescent .:
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